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Spectral investigations of surface ordering in ultrathin molecular films
V. K. Dolganov,* ) V. M. Zhilin, and K. P. Meletov

Institute of Solid-State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142432 Chernogolovka, Moscow Region,
Russia
~Submitted 30 November 1998!
Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.115, 1833–1842~May 1999!

Surface molecular ordering in ultrathin molecular films is investigated. The optical transmission
spectra of molecular films ranging in thickness from 2 to 13 smectic layers~6.7–43 nm!
in the region of the electronic absorption bands in the smecticA phase of cyanobiphenyl CB9
are measured. The thickness and temperature dependences of the permittivity are
determined. It is found that the orientational ordering of the molecules depends on the film
thickness. The penetration depth of the surface molecular orientational order does not exceed two
smectic layers~,7 nm!. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7761~99!02205-2#
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1. INTRODUCTION

A great deal of attention has been devoted in the last
years in both pure and applied investigations to the stud
surface molecular layers. The difference of the interaction
molecules with the environment on the surface and in
interior can change the structure of the layer, change
collective and molecular dynamics, shift the phase transi
temperatures, and induce new phases on the surface.
pending on the relative magnitude of various types of int
atomic and intermolecular interactions, surface layers
melt at higher or lower temperatures compared with the
terior of the sample. For example, investigations of the str
tures of SmA and SmO1,2 have shown that cooling the iso
tropic phase produces layered smectic order on the surfa
a temperature several degrees above the phase transition
perature in the interior. As the sample is cooled furth
layer-by-layer phase transitions eventually cause the sme
phase to fill the entire sample.

Free-standing molecular films are convenient objects
investigating near-surface and dimensional effects in orga
materials.3,4 The two flat surfaces of these films are bound
by air, and the films themselves can be prepared with var
~rigorously determined! numbers of molecular layers. Imme
diately after preparation a film can contain defects~disloca-
tions, thickness nonuniformity, and so on!. However, be-
cause of the comparatively high mobility of the molecule
the quality of the surface and of the film itself can be su
stantially improved by holding the film for several hours ne
the temperature of the transition to the isotropic or nem
phase. This makes it possible to obtain films (;1 cm2) that
are uniform over their thickness and contain a definite nu
ber of smectic layers. The surface of such a film is a sin
continuous smectic plane. This advantageously distinguis
the surface of a free-standing organic film from inorga
structures, where as a rule it is difficult to prepare perf
surfaces of adequate size. For this reason, molecular fi
aside from their intrinsic interest, can also serve as mo
objects for investigating surfaces, two-dimensional str
tures, and phase transitions in finite-size samples. It has
shown that in molecular films, phase transitions accom
1001063-7761/99/88(5)/5/$15.00
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nied by a change in the structure of near-surface sme
layers5–9 and transitions to a crystalline phase4,10,11occur at
temperatures 10–30 °C above transitions occurring in the
terior of the sample. Thin molecular films also melt at
higher temperature than bulk samples.12

Theoretical calculations have shown13–20 that the influ-
ence of a surface on translational and orientational molec
ordering must be taken into account in a description of
structure and dynamics of thin films. At the same time, up
now there have been no direct experimental observation
the differences in orientational order of molecules on a s
face and in the interior, and in consequence no direct ob
vations of a dependence of the orientational ordering on fi
thickness. In the present work such investigations were p
formed using optical methods. The optical transmiss
spectra were measured in the region of the electronic abs
tion bands for films with various thickness. A smecticA
structure~Fig. 1!, in which the ‘‘director’’ n ~the direction of
the predominant orientation of the long axes of the m
ecules! is perpendicular to the plane of the layers and
film surface, was investigated. The measurements were
formed in the UV region of the spectrum, where inten
absorption bands of the molecules forming liquid-crys
structures are found. This made it possible to observe
electronic absorption in ultrathin samples~thickness down to
;7 nm! and to determine from the experimental spectra
imaginary part of the permittivitye2(v) for films with vari-
ous thicknesses. The quantity

E5E e2~v!dv,

where the integral extends over an electronic transition
proportional to the squared projection of the dipole mom
of the electronic transition on the direction of polarization
the light. The permittivity along the principal directions~par-
allel and perpendicular to the ‘‘director’’! depends on the
orientational order. This makes it possible to characterize
orientational ordering of a structure on the basis of the re
tive value of the permittivity.
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The measurements of the transmission spectra were
formed on films of 4-cyano-4-n-alkylbiphenyl CB9~nine is
the number of carbon atoms in a chain!. This substance
forms a smectic-A phase with the smectic-A – nematic–
isotropic-liquid phase transition temperatures 48 °C a
49.5 °C, respectively, in the interior of the sample. The fil
were placed in a 5-mm opening of a thin metal plate. Lay
by-layer thinning by heating a thick film above the tempe
ture of the phase transition to the isotropic liquid in the
terior was used to obtain thin films with the required numb
of molecular layers.12,21,22 The transmission spectra we
measured with the light polarized perpendicular to the ‘‘
rector.’’ The spectraT(v)5I (v)/I 0(v) presented in this pa
per are the spectraI (v), normalized to the lamp spectrum
I 0(v), of the light transmitted through a film. To take a
count of the reflection of light from the quartz windows
the heat-bath vessel, the spectrumI 0(v) was measured in the
same geometry asI (v) without the film. To determine the
film thickness~the number of smectic layers!, the optical
reflection was measured in the transmission region.
spectral dependence of reflection under normal incidence
‘‘backward’’ reflection is given by23

I r~v!

I 0~v!
5

~n221!2sin2~2pnNdv!

4n21~n221!2sin2~2pnNdv!
, ~1!

whereN is the number of smectic layers in the film,d is the
interplanar distance ('3.3 nm in the smectic-A phase of
CB9!, n is the index of refraction, andv51/l. In thin films
(N<6), the reflected intensity is proportional to the squa
film thickness:

I r~v!/I 0~v!'N2d2p2~n221!2v2. ~2!

In this case the number of smectic layers was determi
according to the relative reflection intensities for films w
various thicknesses.

Figure 2 shows the results of the measurements of
transmission spectra of films with thicknessN52, 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 8 smectic layers. The spectra consist of two electro
bands Fa (va'3.53104 cm21) and Fb (vb'4.63104

cm21). In cyanobiphenyls, the electronic transition dipo
moment for the low-frequency bandFa is parallel to the long
axis of the molecule. The transmission spectrum of a fi
with N513 layers for two temperatures 37.6 °C and 47 °C
shown in the top half of Fig. 3. The intensity of the spectru

FIG. 1. Smectic-A film. The ‘‘director’’ n is perpendicular to the surface;u
is the disorientation angle of the long axes of the molecules relative to
‘‘director.’’
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in the frequency range displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 is de
mined by electronic absorption and interference effects in
reflection of light by the film surface. Even in the transm
sion range the transmission spectrum exhibits a strong s
tral dependenceT(v)5@12I r(v)/I 0(v)# @see the expres
sion ~1!#. This dependence is even more complicated in
vicinity of the absorption bands, since the absorption coe
cient, the refractive index, and the change in phase of
light wave for transmission through a film depend onv.
Interference effects make a large contribution to the inten
and frequency-dependence of the spectrum. Thus, the de
tion of T(v) from 1 in the low-frequency part of the spect
is completely due to interference. On account of interfere
effects, the intensity of the light transmitted through a film
the absorption region does not follow the Lambert–Beer la
and the spectra must be analyzed taking account of en
dissipation in the film and interference.

The transmission spectrum and the response of the fil21

to a light wave are described by the permittivitye(v), which
depends on the orientational ordering of the molecules in
film. Even though the expressions relating the transmiss
spectrum of the absorbing film withe(v) were derived com-
paratively long ago and are presented in the classic mo
graphs~see, for example, Refs. 24 and 25!, thus far the op-
tical spectra of the ultrathin films have not been analyz
using these expressions because of the lack of experime
data.

e

FIG. 2. Transmission spectra of films with thicknessN52, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8
smectic layers at temperatureT547.7 °C.

FIG. 3. Transmission spectra of a film with thicknessN513 smectic layers
at temperaturesT537.6 °C and 47 °C~top half of the figure!. The bottom
half of the figure shows the imaginary part of the permittivity, obtain
using Gaussian~dashed curves! and arbitrary~solid curves! forms for the
spectral curvese2(v).
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For an absorbing medium the light transmission coefficientT(v) of a film is given by the expression24,25

T~v!5
16~n21k2!exp~24pdkv!

@~n11!21k2#2@122r exp~24pdkv!cos@2~b12pdnv!#1r2exp~28pdkv!#
, ~3!
i
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where

r5
~n21!21k2

~n11!21k2
~4!

is the light reflection coefficient of the surface of a sem
infinite medium, and

b5tan21
2k

n2211k2
~5!

is the phase delay due to energy dissipation in the absor
film. It is well known that the absorption coefficientk(v)
and the refractive indexn(v) can be expressed in terms
the real and imaginary parts of the permittivitye(v)
5e1(v)1 i e2(v):

n5
1

A2
@~e1

21e2
2!1/21e1#1/2, ~6!

k5
1

A2
@~e1

21e2
2!1/22e1#1/2. ~7!

Dipole electronic excitations bands are often described u
for the permittivity the simple ‘‘classical dispersion’’ form

e~v!5e02
f /2v

v2v02 ig
, ~8!

where f is a parameter characterizing the oscillator stren
of the electronic transition,v0 is the resonance frequency,g
is a decay constant, ande0 is the permittivity due to all other
electronic states. This representation ofe(v) greatly simpli-
fies the calculations, since the imaginary and real parts
e(v) are given by analytic expressions that depend on
same parameters. We have attempted to describe the ex
mental transmission spectra~Figs. 2 and 3! using the permit-
tivity for both transitions in the form~8!. The quantitiese0 ,
f, v0 , andg served as adjustable parameters in the calc
tion of the transmission spectra. However, we were not a
to obtain a satisfactory description of the experimental sp
tra. In the region of the absorption bands the transmiss
spectrum decreases much more rapidly than Lorent
curves. This is due to the fact that, strictly speaking,
expression ~8! is applicable for an isolated electronic
excitation band. Intrinsic absorption bands in the conden
state are, as a rule, a superposition of a large numbe
vibronic transitions with participation of intramolecular v
brations. Individual vibronic transitions are broadened
cause of structural disordering and temperature, formin
wide structureless band. The absorption bandsFa andFb are
a superposition of such vibronic transitions. In this case
permittivity e(v) in the form~8! can be used to describe th
spectrum when the structureless contour formed by a su
-
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position of vibronic transitions accidently happens to
close to a Lorentzian curve. For this reason, the calculati
of the transmission spectrum were performed with a m
general form ofe(v) for each band. In this case, first, th
form of only the imaginary parte2(v) of the permittivity
was given ande1(v) was calculated on the basis of th
analytic properties of the functione(v). The imaginary and
real parts of the permittivity are related by the Kramer
Kronig relation. This makes it possible to determinee1(v)
from the given functione2(v) as24

e1~v!5e01
2

p EÁ xe2~x!

x22v2
dx, ~9!

where we take the Cauchy principal value of the integr
The spectral dependencee1(v) was calculated by numeri
cally integrating of Eq.~9! for two transitionsFa and Fb .
Much better agreement with experiment was obtained by
ing Gaussians fore2(v). On the basis of this analysis, th
calculation of the optical transmission spectra of films w
various thicknesses and the determination ofe2(v) from the
experimental spectrum were performed in two steps acc
ing to the following scheme.

First, e2(v) was approximated by a sum of two Gaus
ians:

e2~v!5( Hi expF2 ln 2S v2v i

ci
D 2G . ~10!

The initial values of the adjustable parametersHa,b , ca,b ,
andva,b were fixed, and the spectral dependencee1(v) was
determined from the Kramers–Kronig relation~9! by nu-
merical integration. The permittivitye0 served as anothe
adjustable parameter. The functionse2(v) and e1(v) ob-
tained in this manner were used to calculaten(v)andk(v)
@Eqs. ~6! and ~7!# as well as the transmission spectrum~9!.
The optimal values of the parameters of the Gaussians ane0

were obtained by a least-squares fit of the computed cu
~3! to the experimental spectra~Figs. 2 and 3!. In Fig. 4 the
experimental spectra~dots! are compared with the compute
spectra~dashed curves! for films with N53 andN58. The
total intensity of the transmission spectrum and the decre
in intensity with increasing film thickness can be describ
satisfactorily in the absorption and transmission regions
the film. However, the differences in the position of th
peaks and in the shape of the low-frequency bandFa cannot
be eliminated by using Gaussians to describee2(v).

In the second step of the calculations, the spectral dep
dencee2(v) for the bandFa was not approximated by a
analytic expression. To work with arbitrary curves the ima
nary part of the permittivity was given by cubic spline inte
polation over a set of discrete valuese2(v i) (1< i<15).
This number of points was sufficient to describe the form
e2(v). The real part of the permittivitye1(v) was calculated
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from the Kramers–Kronig relation~9!. In the second step o
the calculations the ordinatese2(v i) served as adjustabl
parameters. Next,T(v) @the expression~3!# was fit to the
experimental spectrum using the same scheme as in the
step of the calculations. The spectra obtained are present
Fig. 4 ~solid lines!. It follows from this figure that this
method makes it is possible to obtain in the region of theFa

band a computed spectrum that is essentially identical to
experimental spectrum. Figures 5 and 6 displayE
5*e2(v)dv andEd5d*e2(v)dv as a function ofN. Figure
7 shows the temperature variation ofE5*e2(v)dv for a
film with 13 smectic layers. The figure also shows for co
parison the results obtained in the first computational s
wheree2(v i)was described by a Gaussian. One can see f
Fig. 3 that the spectral dependencee2(v i) obtained in the
second computational step is appreciably different from
Gaussian. However, the integrated intensities do not di
much~Fig. 7! and they show the same temperature variati

3. DISCUSSION

A characteristic feature of the behavior ofE
5*e2(v)dv as a function of film thickness is that in ultra
thin films E decreases~the fact that the straight line draw
throughEd in Fig. 6 does not pass through zero is due to t
effect!. As already mentioned,E5*e2(v)dv characterizes
the orientational ordering of the molecules. Since the dip
moment of an optical transition for theFa band is parallel to
the long axis of a molecule, lower values ofE correspond to
lower values of the angleū of disorientation of the molecule

FIG. 5. Total intensityE5*e2(v)dv versus film thicknessN.

FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimental spectra~dots! with the computed
spectra for films withN53 and N58 smectic layers. Dashed curves —
calculation withe2(v) given by a Gaussian. Solid lines — calculaton wi
an arbitrary form ofe2(v).
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relative to the ‘‘director’’ n ~Fig. 1! and therefore a highe
degree of orientational ordering. As temperature decreaseE
decreases~Fig. 7, N513), i.e., the orientational order of th
molecules in the film increases. The temperature behavio
the orientational order in a film is similar to the change in t
ordering in bulk samples in the smectic and nema
phases.26,27 The fact that the molecules in a film becom
ordered on cooling can also be seen qualitatively by comp
ing the transmission spectra directly~Fig. 3!. The decrease in
the intensity of theFa band on cooling is due to the increas
in orientational order.

The quantityP25(1/2)(3̂ cos2u&21), called the degree
of orientational ordering,26 can be used to characterize th
orientational order of molecules in bulk samples. In our ca
~the electronic transition dipole moment is parallel to t
long axis of the molecules! the dependence ofP2 on E has
the simple form

P25~123E/Ei!, ~11!

whereEi5*e2
i (v)dv ande2

i (v) is the permittivity in a di-
rection parallel to the ‘‘director’’n in a completely ordered
structure, i.e., withP251. In thick films P2 should corre-
spond to its value in the interior. ForP2 of the order of 0.65
in films with N>8, the relative variation of the orientationa
orderingP2 in ultrathin films (N52,3) can be estimated us
ing Eq. ~11! and the values ofE for N52, 3 andN>8. The
degree of orientational ordering obtained in this manne
P2'0.72 (N52) and P2'0.69 (N53). The sharp depen

FIG. 6. Ed5d*e2(v)dv versus film thicknessN.

FIG. 7. E5*e2(v)dv versus temperature for a film withN513 smectic
layers (s) and the values ofE5*e2(v)dv obtained at the first step of the
calculations wheree2(v) was given by a Gaussian (3).
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denceE(N) for N<4 ~Fig. 5! shows that the effect of the
surface is limited to a thin near-surface layer of the order
one or two smectic planes.

A number of models have been proposed to describe
layer and orientational order of molecules near a surfa
Rosenblatt and Ronis13,14were the first to use a lattice mod
to study the effect of a surface on the structure of and ph
transitions in films. The material parameters of the b
samples were used in the numerical calculations. A fun
mentally important result of these works is that the ord
parameter near a surface is different from its value in
interior, and the thickness-averaged orientational order
rameter in thin films is larger than in the interior. Surfa
ordering is often interpreted in terms of the wetting of t
interface between media by various phases.16–18 It has been
shown that near the phase transition temperature in the
rior this process can occur by continuous and layer-by-la
increase in the number of smectic layers near the surface17,18

In the mean-field model~the analog of the McMillan
theory28 for bulk samples! the influence of the surface wa
also taken into account by introducing an effective orient
field acting on a molecule at the surface

Ws~u!52
Ws

2
~3cos2~u!21!.

The absolute value ofP2 on the surface depends on the ra
Ws /W0, whereW0 is the intermolecular interaction constan
The large arbitrariness in the choice of these quantities
cludes a quantitative comparison of the experimental
computed values ofP2 at a surface. More important is th
theoretical dependence ofP2 on the distance from the sur
face. The change inP2 from its value at the surface to it
value in the interior occurs mainly at the transition from t
first ~surface! to the second molecular layer,20 in agreement
with our data.

The change of the collective and molecular dynamics
the surface makes a large contribution to the ordering of
molecules. The amplitude of the fluctuations of the sme
layers in the interior of a film is;0.45 nm. Surface tensio
suppresses collective~long-wavelength! fluctuations, de-
creasing their amplitude by 0.1–0.2 nm relative to the a
plitude of the fluctuations in the interior of the film.19 Precise
measurements of the surface tension have been performe
thin films.29 According to these data the surface tension d
not depend on the film thickness, right down to two molec
lar layers, i.e., the mechanism responsible for surface ten
is localized in a layer near the surface.29 According to the
calculations in Ref. 19 the amplitude of the surface fluct
tions depends weakly on the film thickness. The bulk of
change in the amplitude of the fluctuations occurs at
surface over one or two molecular layers. Our results on
effect of a surface on orientational ordering agree with t
model.

In summary, a spectral method for investigating surfa
orientational ordering was proposed in this paper. The fi
measurements of the transmission spectra of thin, f
standing, molecular films in the region of electronic abso
tion bands were performed.1! The degree of orientational or
der in ultrathin films (N52,3) is greater than in thick films
f
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Our results on the thickness dependence of the transmis
spectra and permittivity show that the effect of a surface
the orientational structure is localized in one or two smec
layers near the surface.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Project 98-02-16639! and the State Sci-
entific and Technical Program ‘‘Statistical Physics.’’

* !E-mail: dolganov@issp.ac.ru
1!The electronic spectra of molecules forming liquid crystals are inve

gated, as a rule, in solutions. The intrinsic absorption spectrum in
liquid-crystal state is difficult to measure by the conventional method,
when the substance is in a cell, because of the virtually complete abs
tion even in thin samples;1mm. Free-standing films make it possible t
perform such measurements and can be used to investigate intrinsic
tronic and vibronic absorption.
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